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SUMMARY
This report captures the economic realities of Africa and a brief comparison with other regions without failing to
highlight the wealth of some African cities. It also explains Africa's limitations and Smart City opportunities as they
relate to the SDGs. It underscores the importance of Smart City innovations in Africa, reviews some cities making
significant progress in this direction in line with the modernization of existing infrastructures and building new
satellite cities models, as well as the consequences of falling behind the Smart City innovations.
Inadequate researching, which is the primary issue affecting ICT business performance in Africa, may also affect the
Smart City innovations. This primary-issue presented with three systematic case studies analysis showcase the
reason why some ICT companies make unexpected gains and losses. Then, to further informs readers why adequate
research is necessary before business start-ups, it displays a unique example with some research questions,
summaries and inferences, the unpredictable and risky nature of the African market. It lamented over the challenges
of researching in Africa, which are lack of funding or grants, low motivations for scholars, low demand for research
by policymakers, scarcity of mentors and experts.
In conclusion, the review also identified the public-private sectors collaboration on investment as one of the keys to
Smart City development in Africa. This collaboration is achievable by promoting grassroots researches or studies for
enacting predictable policy reforms which in turn enable a sustainable business development environment and
ensure lucrative public-private investments in line with the ICT industry best practices. With regards to Smart city
development, it suggests the adoption of a more inclusive and equitable modernization of existing infrastructures
model before the New Satellite City model or the simultaneous deployment of both models. Though the New
Satellite City model is a good option for new cities at the developmental stage, the authorities should guard against
the segregation of the urban poor.
The report ends with soliciting the following:
➢ The assistance and commitment of African governments and some International Organizations on providing
research grants for grassroots researching
➢ The support of the United Nations and Colonial Powers in improving governance in Africa by remediating the
ethnic conflicts
➢ The collaboration of foreign and local professionals on knowledge sharing and skill transfer
➢ The need for International Financiers to tighten their preconditions for loans to checkmate the stimulus for
corruptions, as a yardstick to balance the developmental gaps among the Beginner, Transitioning and Leader
Cities.
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1. AFRICA ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
Economic growth in Africa has been in a recovery process since 2018. The growth projections would moderate at an
uneven variation across country groups. The tailwinds in Africa’s economic growth are economic diversifications and
improvement of business climate by structural reforms, industrial reforms, accommodative monetary management,
increase in public-private investments, implementing strategic investments in energy and infrastructure, improving
agricultural returns and other export business. While the headwinds are majorly policy uncertainty, Rise in nonconcessional debts with low external buffer and tightening of the global financial conditions as growth amongst top
trading partner’s moderates. Notwithstanding these challenges, growth in most African countries is generally steady.
1.1.2

Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)

On the average, the estimated growth increased
slightly from 2.6% in 2017 to 2.7% in 2018 as a
result of the low performances in the three largest
SSA economies – Nigeria, Angola and South
Africa. South Africa’s economy suffered some
structural and policy uncertainty issues that
resulted in a drop in confidence among investors
which eventually affected the Mining sector
negatively. Generally, activities in oil-exporting
countries are recovering from the 2014 to 2017 fall
in Crude Oil Price. In Nigeria, intermittent closures
Figure 1 Source: World Bank. Note: Aggregate growth rates calculated
of Trans-Forcados Oil Pipeline (TFP) following using constant 2010 U.S. dollar weights. Shaded areas represent forecasts
suspected explosions and other related incidents
led to falling in Oil production as well as the renewed clashes between farmers and herdsmen which reduced the
productivity of the agricultural sector. In Angola, Oil production fall due to ageing field, poor foresight and
underinvestment that contributed to the stagnation of the non-oil activities. Despite the trio’s setbacks, Nigeria and
Angola were able to improve their external balances.
Economic activities of most non-resource intensive countries remain robust. Some West African Economic and
Monetary Union (WAEMU) Countries (including Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, and Senegal) continue to grow at
an average of 6% GDP. Following 2016-17 droughts, the growth prospects have since improved to 5.9% GDP in most
of East Africa (Kenya, Rwanda, Ethiopia and Uganda), owing to rebound in the growth of the agricultural sector.
World Bank forecasts an expected growth of 3.4% in 2019, rising to an average of 3.7% in 2020 provided there would
be diminished policy uncertainty, improved investment in large economies and continued robust growth in nonresource intensive countries. SSA 2019 Inflation forecast of 8.49% is down by 24% compared to 2016. Despite the
steep declines, Angola and Nigeria remained in double digits, partly due to continued exchange rate depreciation
(Angola) and inflation in food price (Nigeria). Unfortunately, predicted per capita income growth remains well below
its long term average in many countries, yielding little progress in poverty reduction.
1.1.2

North Africa (NA)

The growth of the NA economy continues to bolster to
3.4% in 2019. Unemployment rates are also gradually
driven by policy reforms, tourism, agriculture and oil.
NA region had contained their Inflation rates below an
average of 3%. Only Egypt and Tunisia struggle to lower
theirs at a double-digit of about 12% and 7.5%
respectively.
Policy reforms are the tailwind of the NA region’s
development; while still being burdened with some
Africa’s headwinds but in considerable variations.
Figure 2: World Bank: NA GDP at market prices and expenditure
components measured using constant 2010 U.S. dollars weights.
Note: 2019 and 2020 are forecasts
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1.1.3 Africa compared with other regions
World Bank’s Global Economic
Prospect 2019 comparison of Africa’s
(SSA) growth with the rest of the
world showed that Africa’s growth is
picking up at a good pace when
compared with other continents.
Despite the recent substantial
slowdown in the three big subSaharan economies (56%: Angola,
Nigeria and South Africa); the
regional growth and performance
forecast weighted average (Figure 3)
which reflects the slow development
in the large economies still middles
when compared with the other
regions.
According to Focused Economics 2019
Economic Outlook, “when these big three Figure 3: World Bank Regional Growth, Weighted Average
are excluded, the growth projection for Bars denote latest forecast; diamonds correspond to June 2018 forecasts in the Global
Economic Prospects report. Average for 1990-2017 is constructed depending on data
the rest of SSA rises above 5% as Eighteen availability. For Europe and Central Asia, the long-term average uses data for 1995-2017 to
out of Forty-five countries are anticipated exclude the immediate aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Aggregate growth rates calculated using constant 2010 U.S. dollar GDP weights. Since largest
to grow at 5% or higher in 2019. Over the
last few years, countries like Burkina Faso, economies account for about 50% of GDP in some regions, weighted averages predominantly
reflect the developments in the largest economies in each region.
Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea,
Rwanda, Senegal and Tanzania have consistently exceeded the region’s average GDP growth rate.”
It is impressive to note that when modelled with Unweighted Average (Figure 4) to ensure the reflection of each
countries’ growth trends across the regions, in this scenario, only South Asia region seem to have outperformed SubSahara Africa.
Initiatives like the G-20 Compact with
Africa can bring more positive
changes. The G-20 accepts that Africa,
like Asia, will be led out of poverty by
those governments that pioneer
change. They have recognized that
Africa will develop more through
private
investment
if
African
governments would create an
enabling environment and implement
a wide range of structural and policy
reforms.

Figure 4: World Bank Regional Growth, Unweighted Average
Other parameters are as stated in figure 3 above,
Unweighted average regional growth is used to ensure broad reflection of regional
trends across all countries in the region.
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1.2 Map of Africa

Figure 5: Map culled from The Nations Online Project https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/africa-political-map.htm
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1.3 The wealth of African cities

Figure6: Culled from ThinkBig https://bigthink.com/strange-maps/richest-cities-in-africa
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2. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, were adopted by all United Nations
Member States in 2015 as a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy
peace and prosperity by 2030. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the leading UN development
agency, is well-placed to help implement the goals through their work in some 170 countries and territories. The SDGs
are:
1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent
work for all
9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
10. Reduce inequality within and among countries
11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development
15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat
desertification and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and
build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development.
The objective was to produce a set of universal goals that meet the urgent environmental, political and economic
challenges facing our world. According to UNDP, “achieving the SDGs requires the partnership of governments,
private sector, civil society and citizens alike to make sure we leave a better planet for future generations.”
Technologies making cities smarter and sustainable like drones, sensor networks, broadband, artificial intelligence,
GIS, GPS, cloud, big data, and analytics can contribute to achieving these goals as well as alleviate the challenges
posed by rapid urbanization. The Smart City solution is considered one of the roadmaps for accomplishing the SDGs.

2.1 Africa’s Smart City opportunities as they relate to the SDGs
Africa faces the most challenges in meeting the SDGs commitments with its highest environmental degradation,
poverty and unemployment rates. But, counterpoints like social media and high mobile broadband penetration
provide some unique opportunities for Smart City solutions. Smart City technologies can help Africa meet its SDGs
commitment. It entails enacting enabling policy reforms and the use of new and existing technologies to improve all
sectors of the economy which includes but not limited to smart agriculture, safety and emergency response
management, public health management, education, energy grid, transportation and waste management. Africa has
60% of the world’s arable lands. Smart agriculture is vital in meeting SDGs 1, 2,8,9,12,14 and 15 and indirectly
enhances 3, 10,14 and 15 goals. While, smart education, waste management and power grid will improve SDGs 4, 6
and 7 respectively. Smart City promoters can harness or approach Africa’s opportunity in two ways:
The bottom-up approach is a holistic and most productive approach whereby the government under the custodian
of some legislators, institute some study groups to conduct some grassroots researches and stakeholders’
consultation forums with the citizens, communities, NGOs, trade unions, private and foreign companies to enact a
bill and formulate a Smart City Act. The Act, through its frameworks and directives, will be used to form an
independent governing body who will be in charge of developing rules and regulations that will create an enabling
environment for the Smart City innovations; and it is achievable at any or all levels of government: federal, state or
local. This policy reform approach will promote public-private partnerships, funding and the incubation of smart city
projects.
The Remedial Approach, another school of thought, believe the broadband penetrations and other enabling
technologies have already provided the skeletal framework for Smart City deployment with or without the
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government jurisdiction. Hi-tech companies, tech hubs, and investors may engage the governments with a business
plan and partnership proposal. Or lure citizens into pressurizing the government by developing captivating
technologies and application like local irrigation system with smart weather prediction capabilities, real-time phone
enabled surveillance, traffic and parking guide, commuter and car-sharing applications, etcetera. The limitation of
this approach is the government banning solutions that expose their inefficiencies.

2.2 Africa’s limitations as they affect SDGs and Smart City, and remedies
United Nations SDGs initiative is an indirect request for government and governance reform in Africa. SDGs may
elude more than fifty per cent of African countries due to its prevailing ethnic conflicts that breed corruption and the
UN’s inexplicit roadmaps for achieving the goals.
Emory University, Atlanta, Blog identified the root of Africa’s conflicts stating, “Throughout Africa myriad ethnic
groups exist, each with its unique culture, customs, and political institutions. Given its diversity, it is not surprising
that Africa has, therefore, experienced a vast number of civil wars and genocides directly related to fissures that have
developed along ethnic lines. The pervasion of ethnic conflict within this region is due to the lingering effects of
colonial rule. In what is now known as “The Scramble for Africa,” colonial powers divided Africa and subsequently
reshaped the political territory constituting African states (Griffiths 207).” They separated some tribes and bound
together different ethnic groups without their consent. The repercussions are: kingdoms are divided against each
other, separatist movements in thirty-two out of fifty-four African countries, disenfranchisement of civic rights of
settlers or minorities groups co-habiting in provinces dominated by another ethnic group, religiopolitical terrorisms,
ethnic crisis, corruptions and empowerment of corruption apologists within the tribal or ethnic divides. And hence,
the reason Africa trails behind other continents on achieving sustainable development.
There would be some setbacks in achieving SDGs in African countries with rivalry ethnic groups. From the lopsided
elation of a particular ethnic and religious group to top positions in the government to the deprivation of others; from
Rwandan genocide to the Democratic Republic of the Congo wars; Hutu against Tutsi, Tuareg against Gbaya, Kakwa
against Lango and vice versa, some ethnic group would find others unworthy of enjoying a sustainable livelihood.
Moreover, comparing the SDGs to the telecommunication industry reform goals, the UN’s framework for achieving
SDGs does not seem as aggressive and precise as the ITU’s roadmap used for the reformation of the global
telecommunications industry. The reformation of the telecommunication industry was easily achieved for two
reasons:
1. Unlike the SDGs, reformation of the telecommunications industry entails the privatization of the incumbent
operators and the establishment of an independent regulatory body to make rules and manage the market.
These reforms do not seem like it would interfere, interrupt or change the existing government status quo,
the forms, structures and systems of governments, making it easier for African leaders to adopt.
2. Secondly, ITU spoon fed Africa on the telecommunications reforms. ITU with its study groups conducted their
grassroots researches, identified the industry’s shortcoming, the key performance drivers, carried out litmus
tests on regulatory reforms in few pilot countries before scaling the tested solution to other countries. They
committed African leaders to trust and accept their initiatives, and profer their solutions with defined
roadmaps.
The United Nations need to elucidate their blueprints and action plans for achieving SDGs in Africa, else, it would be
another white elephant project. For Africa to make progress in mitigating corruption and achieving the sustainable
development goals, the United Nations and the Colonial Powers would consider coming back together in a round
table to discuss how to remediate the root of these prevailing ethnicity problems, and follow-up with the identified
remedies. Their best initiative would be engaging African people and conducting emancipatory research into the root
cause of the problem why Africa is in crisis and falling behind in development. The research question will more
appropriately include the following:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Do you feel your ethnic group is being marginalized, oppressed or suppressed?
Do you feel safe in your country, if not, would you need a new country or prefer to join another with some or
majority of your ethnic group?
What system of government would best mitigate the ethnic conflicts: republic, federation or confederation?
What constitution is the best benchmark for the division of power, sustainable and inclusive governance?
Is a general referendum needed to make Africa more progressive?
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3. THE IMPORTANCE OF SMART CITY INNOVATIONS IN AFRICA
Africa’s urbanization is the second-fastest of all continents, second to Asia
but slowest in structural transformation. Many African cities can hardly cope
with the massive increase in their urban population, compared to other cities
around the world. The urban-poor population is about 60% of the African
urban population, who lives in the urban slums and ghettos. The city
residents, both the elites and the less privileged suffer from the effect of
poor infrastructures. The uncontrolled urbanization presents challenges
such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Poor Sanitation and Health Care Services
Increase in crimes and diseases
Heavy traffic congestion leading to huge loss of man-hour
Poor Utility management

Historically, urbanization was
a sign of economic prosperity.
As a country underwent
structural transformation,
and its economy shifted from
agriculture to manufacturing
and industry, the composition
of the population of the
country shifted from being
predominantly rural to
predominantly urban.
-

Africa Growth Initiative,

Smart city solutions can alleviate most of these challenges. It involves the
Brookings Institution
use of modern technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Big Data, Cloud, Social Media, Mobile Broadband to improve the city’s facilities and service
management for the populace. The benefits include improved crime detection systems, waste, traffic and utility
management techniques.

3.1 African cities making some progress in using technology
Some African cities are thinking ahead on how best to tackle the massive urbanization challenges. Subsequently,
some governments partnership with the private sector and technology providers are making moves to optimize their
cities' resources and strategically roll out new and enhanced technology infrastructures. Two experimental smart city
models observed in Africa are:
a. Modernization and expansion of the existing city infrastructure:
On this model, smart city solutions planning and build-out are done in phases or in whole to improve or provide
safer and more efficient services within the existing cities, for the general wellbeing of the citizens. This model
is a more equitable solution. Its main objective is to use technology to run the city more effectively.
b. The building of new smarter satellite cities
This model categorized the building of new satellite cities near existing cities. Like the first model, it would also
provide safer and more efficient services, and use technology to run the new city more efficiently. However,
this initiative is being criticized as it is profit-driven, created out of the reach of the 60% urban-poor population,
and will appeal to the privileged minority.
Both models gear toward modern city development and management in Africa. Below are some enlisted African
cities that are making some progress in using technology to achieve some cities' development objectives. These
objectives include but are not limited to Smart Security, Smart Transportation, Smart Grid, Smart Waste
Management, Smart Public health, and safety.
CITY/PROJECT
1.

Kigali

COUNTRY
Rwanda

- Vision City
- Innovation City
2.

Johannesburg

MORE INFO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iM0Y4EiCvGE
http://www.techinafrica.com/kigali-innovation-city-rwanda-purposed-africassilicon-valley/

South Africa

http://waterfallcity.co.za/

- Waterfall City
3.

Cape Town

South Africa

https://ventureburn.com/2017/10/heres-cape-town-using-iot-smarter-safersustainable/

4.

Nairobi

Kenya

https://www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/smart-cities-africa-nairobi-capetown/58209/

- Konza Technological
City
- Tatu City
5.

Lagos
- Eko Atlantic City

https://www.konzacity.go.ke/, https://www.tatucity.com/
Nigeria

https://www.ekoatlantic.com/latestnews/press-releases/eko-atlantic-boostnigerias-fdi-drive/
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Anambra

http://www.newtowninstitute.org/newtowndata/newtown.php?newtownId=19
39, https://youtu.be/0FbmiG4pEjE

- Anam new City
- Awka Millennium City
6.

Accra

https://www.awkamillenniumcity.com/
Ghana

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/03/20/tech/hope-city-ghana/index.html

- Hope City
Takoradi

https://www.rendeavour.com/projects/king-city/

- King City
7.

Addis Ababa

Ethiopia

- Smart Parking
System

http://www.smartcitiesworldforums.com/news/smart-cities-africa/finance-andpolicy-af/1000-ethiopia-to-build-a-3bn-technology-city

Bahir Dar
- Real Wakanda City
8.

Abidjan

Ivory Coast

- Akwaba City
- Smart Solar Vehicles

9.

Tsumeb

http://abidjantv.net/art-et-culture/cote-divoire-akwaba-city-la-nouvelle-villequi-va-concurrencer-abidjan/
http://www.smartcitiesworldforums.com/news/smart-cities-africa/smartmobility-deployments-af/1028-west-african-city-goes-green-with-solarvehicles

Namibia

http://www.northstar.com.na/index.php/2018/12/12/tsumeb-smart-cityunveiled/

Mauritius

https://www.mdpi.com/2624-6511/1/1/4

- Tsumeb Smart City
10. Port Louis

https://africa.cgtn.com/2017/06/10/ethiopia-introduces-first-smart-parkingsystem-in-africa/

Mako District

https://www.moka.mu/en/moka-smart-city/the-smart-city

- Mako Smart City
11

Casablanca

Morocco

http://www.e-madina.org/

Botswana

http://www.kgalelakecity.com/

13. Luanda

Angola

http://www.cliffhague.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=304:sm
art-cities-governance-and-urban-transport&Itemid=161

14

Egypt

http://www.cliffhague.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=304:sm
art-cities-governance-and-urban-transport&Itemid=161

- e-Madina
12

Gaborone
- Kgale Lake City

Cairo
- 6 October City

https://www.afrik21.africa/en/egypt-smart-city-to-replace-current-capitalcairo/

New City (Unnamed)
15. Kampala

Uganda

https://pctechmag.com/2019/04/transforming-kampala-into-a-smart-city/

16

Tunisia

https://www.smartcitiesworld.net/news/news/tunisia-smart-city-choosesblockchain-3070

Djibouti

https://telecomworld.itu.int/exhibitor-sponsor-list/djibouti/

Eastern Peninsula
- Tunisia Economic City
(TEC)
Djibouti City
- Iroley Smart City

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rgi48y3nshw

3.2 Opportunities and reveries for Smart City in Africa: Anambra State as a case study
In contrast to other commercially viable districts in Europe and Asia, Anambra the commercial, industrial and auto
technology hub of West Africa is lagging technologically. Notwithstanding, the southeastern region, in general, is
gradually recovering from the devastating effect of the (1967 to 1970) civil war caused by some ethnic conflicts. The
goal is to seek support and engage renowned technology partners, come up with a realistic Smart City business plan
and roadmaps, and present innovative ideas to the State Governments in the region.
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) has identified three Anambra cities that drive its economic activities: Nnewi,
Onitsha, and Awka. Nnewi and Onitsha are known for their large industrial and commercial operations. The state
aims to become Nigeria’s automotive hub, attracting manufacturing companies to establish and expand their
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operations in the state. Anambra state loosely dubbed the Japan of Africa has great economic potential ranging from
Onitsha Sea Port, Mgbuka Obosi Africa’s auto-parts ‘re-fabrication hub’ down to Innoson Motors Nnewi the only
indigenous automobile manufacturing plant in Nigeria in 2007. The major transformation would be to connect all
these resources and potential using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) and other intelligent means
to improve the quality of life, the competitiveness, the efficiency of urban operation and services in the region.
We believe the state has the human resources, the intellect and capability to champion technology innovation in
Africa. For years now, Anambra’s economy has been driven mainly by individual efforts, talents, hard works from the
teeming youth down to the elderly. Recently, Anambra schoolgirls won the Silicon Valley 2018 Technovation
challenge for their app that detects counterfeit medicines while the schoolboys beat opponents from 30 countries to
win the bronze medal during the recently concluded 2019 International Festival of Engineering, Science and
Technology (IFEST) competition in Tunisia with their manually manufactured electric Inverter and solar panel. These
estimated values of children are at billions of dollars.
Empowering Anambra Cities and South-East region at large with smart city innovation would bridge the governance
gaps, fully automate the auto-parts ‘re-fabrication hub’, improve the management of the state’s utilities, amenities,
security, environment, public health, infrastructures as well as develop and harness the people’s potential to its
fullest. These would reduce brain drain, internal migrations to other parts of Nigeria, and mass immigration of the
indigenes to America, Europe, Asia, and other African countries.

3.3 Consequences of falling behind Smart City transformations
The future success of cities will depend on their ability to become smart and technology driven. African cities have
the potential to be transformed technologically into smart cities that can compete and possibly surpass other
internationally known smart-cities. However, they face a myriad of challenges like poor governance and the dart of
African experts to developed countries which greatly affected their pace at catching up with the numerous
innovations and technologies by their counterparts in the diaspora.
For African cities to attract and retain talent, there would be a need for improvement in research and development
as well as in the standard of housing, energy sustainability, environmental, road network, health and security
management. The consequence of the Riskier World falling behind the recent technological evolution would be the
efflux of its citizens to developed cities. The mass migration may pose some security challenges to developed
countries.
City planning is to a defined capacity. The uncontrolled population growth caused by the global immigration crisis is
a big menace against effective and efficient city management. Other consequences of immigrants escaping the wrath
of their failing cities to the developed cities are insecurity,
In August 2018 SVT reported that rape
acculturation, and the possible breach of the host
communities’ societal norms and values. Examples of these statistics in Sweden show that 58% of
crises are the recent mass migrations from underdeveloped men convicted of rape and attempted
and war-torn countries to Europe and the Central American rape over the past five years were born
migrant caravans en route to the USA. Some of its grave outside of the European Union: Southern
consequences are:
Africans, Northern Africans, Arabs,
▪ The yellow vests movement civil unrests in Europe
Middle Easterns, and Afghans
▪ The increasing crimes and rape cases in Sweden, the
- From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia
United Kingdom and other European states
▪ The increase in terrorism in Europe
Immigration without integration to the host community culture is the reason why European countries have more
fighters join the former ‘ISIS caliphate’ in Syria and Iraq than other regions. As this war ends, terrorism risks in Europe
are likely to increase as these fighters bring their training and expertise back to Europe.
If the world cities developmental ecosystem continues to be unbalanced, globalization dreams may soon become a
big disaster.
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4. RESEARCH: FUNDAMENTAL FOR SMART CITY AND OTHER ICT INNOVATIONS IN AFRICA
Each community has its peculiarities with its unique problems and opportunities. Africa is not an exception. Its
information on culture, social values, environment, and economy had remained grossly untapped over the years.
Hence, there is the need for an information bank, storing details of the evolution of people’s psychology, social
progress, economic and environmental realities for future references, improve governance and understanding the
changing business environment.
Investors and international observers usually turn to International organizations like International Monetary Fund
(IMF), United Nations (UN), The World Bank, African Union and their
These international organizations likes for information on the developing world. These international
do not have their presence in every organizations do not have their presence in every nook and cranny
nook and cranny of African of the communities. They probably relied on some government
communities. They probably rely on sources. These governments may not conduct thorough Grassroots
the government sources who may researches for more comprehensive information, giving room for
not conduct grassroots researches shallow knowledge or misinformation. For instance, Nigeria’s
informal economy is one of the largest on the continent estimated
for comprehensive information, at 53% of the Labour force and accounting for 65% of its GDP, even
giving room for shallow knowledge the estimates of 75% of all new jobs are informal; but, they hardly
put these figures into consideration.
or misinformation.
Grassroots researching and market surveys are fundamental to achieving viable business plans for Smart City
solutions and other ICT innovations. But the framework, culture, and incentives for researching in Africa are
unfortunately unsustained. The main challenges of research in Africa are lack of funds or grants, low motivations for
scholars, low demand for studies by policymakers and the dart of mentors and experts. This deficiency is creating
loopholes for investments and business failures and requires urgent remedies for rectification.
Sustainable developments are achieved only through research-driven governance, transparent and predictable
policies and regulations.

4.1 Case-study analysis of investment challenges as they affect ICT innovations in Africa
Despite the ethnic challenges mentioned in section 2.2, the challenges and risks with the Sub-Sahara Africa Economy
as unanimously identified by IMF (2018) Economic Outlook and World Bank (2019) Global Economic Prospects report
are the increase in public debt, over-reliance on foreign currency borrowing, policy and political uncertainty. But these
are not all the main reasons why some ICT businesses fail in Africa; there are more to it. In societies less susceptible
to the fundamental ethnic problems, Africa to attain some sustainable growth and social improvement, requires an
essential increase in public-private sector investment; a deterrent to this
The implications of these
goal is the Primary Issues listed below:
1. Case Study 1: Inadequate research or survey for sustainable
business plans before business start-ups.
2. Case Study 2: Starting a business without localizing business ideas
to people’s culture and social behaviour.
3. Case Study 3: Underestimating the complexities of the technology
importation, its adaptations, and the local content input remedies.

primary issues are unexpected
return on investments, poor
performances or business
failures of ICT innovations,
and these also apply to the
Smart City innovations.

The implications of these primary issues are unexpected return on investments, poor performances or business
failures of ICT innovations, and these also apply to the Smart City innovations.
There is no precedence for Smart City viability in Africa. Three case-studies drew from other ICT innovations, the
GSM surprises, the e-Commerce disappointments, and Vanity-Numbers bottlenecks as elaborated in the subsequent
section depict and affirm the above assertions on the effect of the primary issues on ICT businesses.
Case Study 1, Primary Issues: GSM surprises due to inadequate research before business start-up
At the onset, the Bureau for Public Enterprises (BPE) offered Vodafone UK a nationwide GSM license for a symbolic one
dollar and a five-year tax holiday. Vodacom turned down the offer which according to them, the size of Nigeria’s GSM market
was presumed at a mere five million subscribers in three years and would not be profitable nor support the kind of expansion
associated with their company. But three years later, Vodacom UK business analysis and predictions about Nigeria were
later proved wrong.
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Following Vodacom UK’s rejection, in January 2001, the Nigerian Communication Commission (NCC) opened the auction
for Digital Mobile Licence, DML. Vodacom and all of the world’s major cell phone companies rejected the opportunity as it
was too risky. Despite the non-partaking of the world’s major players, the DML auctions were successful. The NCC had
placed the asking price for each license at a conservative $100 million, but each licensee paid as high as $285 million.
Econet Wireless (now Airtel), MTN, and Globacom won Nigeria’s DML at a time global investors’ confidence in the market
was almost zero.
Vodacom and other major carriers were not to be blamed for staying out of the Nigerian market. The 2001 GDP per Capita
of South Africa and Nigeria were 2,621.55 USD and 351.80 USD respectively; probably, it was the activities of Nigeria’s
informal economy that later pulled the big surprise.
MTN started its GSM and 3G data services campaign in South Africa in 1994, the same year as Vodacom. After a successful
build-up in South Africa, they achieved a market share of 38% second to Vodacom’s 44%, the dominant mobile
telecommunications provider. In 1998 when the competition got tough in the South African market, despite the uncertain
political and regulatory environment challenges, they began expanding into the rest of Africa. They aimed to take advantage
of the market opportunities in Africa, given its underdeveloped telecommunications infrastructure and the transferability of
their skills into other African countries. MTN gambled into Nigeria’s telecom market in 2001. Dr. Pascal Dozie, the Founding
Chairman, MTN Nigeria, narrated their ordeal, “During the bidding, the company sought for partnership with other
businesses in Nigeria on a 40-60% basis in favour of the South Africans. Unfortunately, there were push backs apparently
because mobile telephony was a new concept in Nigeria, not understood by many people. Also, most foreign investors
whom we approached were not sure about the success of operating a telecommunication company in Nigeria. Eventually,
it turned out that the ratio of ownership between MTN South Africa and MTN Nigeria was about 21% for Nigeria Investors
and about 79% for MTN International, South Africa. Our inability to
find Nigerians willing to invest initially explains the ownership
Nigeria % Subscriber Share 2019
structure”. Even the Nigerian investors underestimated the potential
of their ICT sector. But then, MTN South Africa was in for a big
surprise.
MTN Group global success story started after they ventured into
Nigeria. Subsequently, Nigeria has become the company’s key asset,
contributing 48% to group EBITDA in the year ended December 31,
2014. As of June 30, 2016, MTN recorded 232.6 million subscribers
across its operations making it the twelfth largest mobile network
operator in the world and the largest in Africa. Although MTN
operates in over 20 countries, one-third of its revenues come from
Nigeria, where it holds about 37% market share.

Airtel
37.83%

25.95%
9.65%
26.54%

9-Mobile
GLO
MTN

The Nigerian mobile market had since beaten all projections and turned out to be the largest in Africa with over 173.2 million
subscribers. Vodacom Group had regretted
walking out of the Nigerian telecoms market and
has expressed its desire to operate in the Nigerian
telecoms terrain. In 2008, the CEO of Vodafone,
Mr. Vittorio Colao said, "Even though Vodafone has expanded its operations tremendously across emerging markets in the
past two years with acquisitions in Turkey, India, South Africa, and Ghana to make up for slower growth in Europe, the
Nigeria telecoms sector is a prized and valuable market that we will be glad to operate in."
Case Study 2, Primary Issues: E-commerce disappointment due to failure to localize business ideas
E-commerce operators did not conduct adequate studies nor realize that Nigeria e-commerce companies
65 to 95 per cent of all orders in Africa would be cash on delivery
are faced with engineering a
payment, a percentage that varies according to the countries in which
the e-retailer operates. Consumers are still hesitant about paying for major cultural shift in customers’
items online which contribute to the drop off at check-out, abandoned behaviour rather than taking
online shopping carts and business losses. E-commerce did not come
advantage of one.
up in Nigeria because there was an opportunity. It came up became it
was hot globally, especially considering that seven of the ten fastest- Uber
growing internet populations in the world are in Africa. Fundamentally,
these were wrong because e-commerce ventures did not build their businesses in Nigeria based on social behaviour.
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Unfortunately, their business case did not take proper cognizance of the market size, logistics challenges, return policies
and customer service; thus, made some potential customers lose trust in the online business.
As a result, Konga, one of Nigeria’s pioneer e-commerce companies was sold—likely at a loss for its investors—after failing
to match expectations despite pulling in over $70 million in investment since its inception in 2012. Signs of Konga’s struggles
first appeared in late 2017, when it slashed its staff strength by 60%. But Konga’s efforts didn’t happen in isolation as more
players in the e-commerce and online marketplace space have faltered over the past 18 months.
E-commerce is not sustainable without a sizable market share and social behaviour. Jumia is also affected. In 2017, they
strategically joined forces with a technology company, Mastercard to drive cash out of the online retail sector and provide a
more secure and convenient way for consumers to shop online but many online purchases still prefer cash payment at the
point of delivery. Jumia chances for survival might be by thinking beyond national borders and by adopting a continent-wide
strategy for product diversification.
Case Study 3, Primary Issues: Vanity-number technology adaptation complexity and bottlenecks
Understanding the intricacies of technology importation and the required local content inputs are the main factors for
considerations before the local implementations and adaptations of foreign technologies.
In 2005, when 'Vanity Number Services' was imported from the USA to Nigeria, the VAS operator thought it would be a plug
and play service. The operator had strategically developed products and services for the market launch without keenly
comparing from the onset, the USA technology settings with that of Nigeria. They discovered though a bit late some shocking
reality that delayed their service launch for more than a year. Below table compares the USA settings to Nigeria’s.
USA
NIGERIA
1.

Common Database for all subscriber numbers

2.

service providers use the common industry database to verify
the availability of specific numbers, reserve them, create
customer records, and download records to LECs to facilitate
call processing
SS7 A-Link Interconnect
The Responsible Organization (RespOrg) is the service
provider designated to manage and administer toll-free
service record in the industry database.
Interconnection charges are agreed upon by parties.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Mobile termination rates and fixed termination rates were
considered the same

7.
8.

The tariff plans are mostly post-paid
Both call forwarding and call redirect features are enabled in
all networks

No Central Database. Each operator keeps its subscriber
number database
Each Service provider or operator updates its route table with
number codes for lookup before call processing and routing to
called destinations.
SS7 F-Link Interconnect
None
Voice Interconnect Rates are fixed by the Nigerian
Communication Commission (NCC)
In 2005, NCC fixed Mobile termination higher than Fixed
termination rates, caused disparities in call termination
charges.
The tariff plans are mostly prepaid
Call redirect are seldom used in the networks and operators
were reluctant to adjust their SS7 ISUP Parameters

In the face of these new challenges, the VAS operator re-strategized, made some local content inputs to adapt the
imported technology to Nigeria’s environment. Below are some of the adjustments made before a successful service
launch:
1. The VAS operator positioned themselves as Cross-network operator
2. Created its common database
3. Persuaded all network operators to adjust SS7 ISUP parameters to allow call redirect features
4. Designed a new VAS interconnect rates that mitigated the call termination cost disparities and approved by NCC
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Figure 7: The Network structural adjustments adopted to adapt the new or imported technology

4.1.1 Case studies lessons and insights
The above case studies shed some interesting insights on the primary issues: from the MTN excitement over their
unexpected Returns on Investment and the Vodacom-UK regrets over rejecting the greenfield opportunity, to Konga
disappointment over their unforeseen e-commerce performance as well as the impromptu infrastructural
adjustments deployed by network operators to adapt new technology. Successful mitigation of these primary issues
is key to the building Smart Cities and other ICT innovations in the Riskier World (Africa). For Smart City innovations
to thrive in Africa, below factors should be priority:
1. Conducting adequate studies, research and surveys on the
As a prerequisite for implementing a
impact of such technologies on the society as well as
determine how lucrative it would be to the private and solution-based innovation to create
public investors
a unique and localized economy, the
2. The infrastructures audit and evaluation for planning for solutions and entrepreneurship
either technology integration or upgrades or both
must address local challenges
3. The innovation must be localized and adjusted to suit the
people’s identity, culture or ways of life, social and through research, design, testing
and implementation of pilot
consumer behaviours.
It is a reasonable argument to suggest that sustainable policy
formulations or reforms should be part of these primary factors.
But without adequate studies and stakeholders’ consultations, no
government or regulatory body can come up with sustainable
policies.
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4.2 The importance of research for Smart City projects: Groundwork example
Every research study has its peculiarity. The nature of the research
would inform the preferred methodology – empirical or
emancipatory, qualitative or quantitative, population and sampling
techniques required to achieve the desired results. Economic
researching may target Business (B2B), Government (B2G) or
Customer (B2C) audience or the trio simultaneously. The research
approach for writing a business plan and policymaking are mostly
bottom-up but on a broader scope. However, a wider Survey Scope
would require working with some organized local teams at some
costs.

The main challenges of research
in Africa are lack of funds or
grants, low motivations for
scholars, low demand for studies
by policymakers and the dart of
mentors and experts; and all
these constitute the primary
issues why Africa is falling behind
development and ICT innovations

One of the key features of smart cities is the integration of
technology into the services, that would generally improve the economy, governance, environment, public safety,
mobility, and people’s quality of life. These features can leverage on the existing telecommunication infrastructures
as groundwork or a new build-out with improved bandwidth capabilities.
ESI ThoughtLab explained the Smart City IT groundwork as the installed broadband, shared architecture, and
scalable systems, as well as the processes and standards, needed to support smart initiatives. The use-case example
cited the September 2018 research on the viability of building an alternate wireless (Wi-Fi) access broadband network
in a Nigerian metropolis. In this example, an IT company planned to deploy the smart city groundwork of Fiber Optic
backhaul and Wi-Fi network on four pilot sites before scaling the solution to the entire state. The investors need to
identify the following: the consumers' data or internet challenges in the metropolis and its alleviation to reduce risks
on their Return on Investment (ROI).
To narrow down these challenges, we conducted investigative research designed to understand and isolate the
problems faced by internet users per ISP at the pilot sites, and their expectations from a new entrant ISP.
Consequently, twelve (12) university graduates who understand the people’s local language were recruited and
trained for the studies. The selected pilot sites for the field survey consists of two universities, one marketplace and
one secretariat. In two weeks, by Random Sampling, B2C market survey was conducted on 53 Enterprises, 775
Individuals and 3,213 students. Some findings and future probes are summarized on the subsequent sections.
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4.2.1 Some sample groundwork research questions and responses on the challenges faced by Internet customers
on the pilot sites
Q1: ISP Market Shares at the Pilot Sites:
Q1: Which network or ISP do you patronize?
MTN
GLO
Airtel
9 Mobile
Others (Please name them) ____________






Q2: What’s your most pressing ISPs issues or challenges?
None

Slow or Sluggish

No Coverage

High Price or Tariff

Congested Network

Subscribed data finishes quick

All

Others (Please name them) ______________________

Q2: Identified Customers’ Issues per ISP at the Pilot Sites
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4.2.2 Some deductions from survey questions Q1 and Q2 on the network challenges experienced by the
customers

i1: Inferences from Q1 and Q2
1. Considering the issues internet users faced per ISP, we can rightly infer that about 97% of those interviewed
are not satisfied with the Quality of Service (QoS) and data tariffs they get from their ISPs.
a. The Quality of Service (QoS) related issues are Network Congestions, slow network and No Network
Coverage. A weighted average of 52% of the interviewed users or customers is not happy with the
QoS offered by their ISPs.
b. The Pricing or Tariffs related issues are High Tariffs and Subscribed Data Finishes Quickly. The
weighted average of 47% interviewed users feels their data tariffs are too expensive.
i. Airtel, the dominant mobile operator in the metropolis with about 42% market share, offers
the worst Quality of Service (QoS). Up to 66% of its subscribers are not satisfied with their
QoS.
ii. GLO, the cheapest network among the four ISPs is a national carrier, Submarine Cable
Operator, bulk internet data wholesaler and a mobile operator; yet it has the least network
coverage, most congested and the second slowest network compared to other ISPs. About
65% of GLO’s subscribers frown at their QoS. GLO’s poor QoS at the pilot sites is second to
Airtel.
iii. MTN seems to outperform the rest of the ISPs with regards to their QoS, yet 36% and 63% of
their customers still complained of their QoS and high tariffs respectively.
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4.2.3 Sample groundwork research question and responses on customers’ expectations from new entrant ISP

Q3: What is the Customers’ Expectations from New Entrants ISP at the Pilot Sites?

Q3: What improvements do you expect from a new entrant ISP?
Not decided

Affordable Tariffs

Network efficiency (QoS)

Others (Please name them) ______________________

Commercial Improvements
Affordable Tariff Plans

= 33.66%

Technical Improvements
Network Efficiency (QoS)

= 47.79%

Both Network Efficiency & Affordable Tariffs = 11.95%

Note:
Commercial Improvements = Affordable Tariffs
Technology Improvements = Network Efficiency (QoS)

4.2.4 Some deductions from survey question Q3 on the customers’ expectations from new entrant ISP
i2: Inferences from Q3
2. The Customers expectation from new entrant ISP in the metropolis’ data market is technical (QoS)
improvement, commercial (tariffs) improvements or both.
a. 47.79% of the interviewed customers expect better Quality of Service (QoS), 33.66% emphasized on
getting more affordable tariff plans, while 11.95% would welcome both QoS and tariff
improvements from the new entrant ISP.
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4.2.5 Other recommended studies before investments
An eagle eye investor would ask more questions and conduct further studies before embarking on the groundwork
project. The additional questions would likely be;
I.
II.
III.

Would the customers increase their spending budgets if the Quality of
Service (QoS) is improved?
Is it feasible to sell below other ISP's tariffs?
Or
Would it be feasible for the investors to deploy the Fiber Optic backhaul and
Wi-Fi access groundwork and gradually recoup from other smart city
applications?

Moreover, Regulation is the structural and behavioural management of the ICT
sector. The consumers’ dissatisfaction in the metropolis lingering for too long without
regulatory interventions indicates some huge gaps amongst the regulator, industry
players and the consumers; one or more these entities are not diligently performing
their duties.

Without having
some convincing and
positive answers to
these additional
studies or questions,
investors planning to
venture into building
an alternate Wi-Fi
network in this
metropolis is taking
a risk.

There is a clear need for policy reforms that will effectively govern the industry’s behaviours, and in turn, be leveraged
for shared architecture for the future Smart City deployments. Further B2B and B2G questions are:
IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

Is the Regulatory Institution efficiently and effectively managing the market?
How is the Consumer Protection, Quality of Service and Service Pricing Regulations enforced?
GLO, the cheapest ISP in the metropolis, is a Submarine Cable Operator, a key player in the internet
wholesale as well as retail market; is the regulator effectively tackling some possible predatory pricing
issues?
When benchmarked with developed cities, is the cost of network deployment too expensive?
Had the ISPs swap-out of Ericson OEM GSM equipment with Huawei, a cheaper alternative, compromised
the Quality of Service (QoS)?
How sufficient are Infrastructure Sharing and Co-Location Regulations?

4.3 Summary on the need for fundamental research
There is a need to understand the market, its drivers, the customer behaviours and the regulatory settings before
investment or taking the bold steps. Without having some convincing and positive answers to the additional studies
or questions stated above, investors planning to venture into building an alternate fibre optics backbone and Wi-Fi
network as groundwork for Smart City deployment at the pilot sites in this metropolis is taking a risk. Therefore, as a
prerequisite for implementing a solution-based innovation to create a unique and localized economy, the solutions
and entrepreneurship must address local challenges through research, design, testing and implementation of pilot
solutions at a smaller scale, creating feedbacks from local communities before scaling the tested solutions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Africa’s economic growth is picking up at a good pace when compared with other continents. This development is a
positive indicator, and good opportunity for Smart City innovation provided the concerned authority will mitigate all
the identified issues and risks. These issues and risks specified in this report are the inadequate researching or studies
before business start-ups and ethnic conflicts.
Africa, with the aid of technologies, proper industry and market studies, can innovate, meet its SDGs commitments
and sustain its fast-growing urbanization. The implications of Africa falling behind Smart City transformations not
only have some grave consequences for the people. Its most impact will be on the increasing immigrations,
humanitarian crisis and rising security issues to the developed countries.
Nurturing a dynamic private sector in Africa is key to the transitioning to sustainable growth. Predictable policy
reforms are the main drivers for attracting private sector investments. Researching and studies aid policymakers in
formulating informed policy reforms; policy reforms enable business and investment environments in line with the
ICT industry’s best practices. These will also give ICT and economic analysts best insights on how to come up with
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some standout yellow and white papers that would facilitate the incubation of technological innovations and provide
some informed recommendations and roadmaps on how best to build Smart Cities.
With these requirements met, Smart City opportunity would be a more lucrative and viable venture in Africa. We
would recommend the adoption of a more inclusive and equitable Modernization of Existing Infrastructures model
before the New Satellite City model, or the simultaneous deployment of both models. Though the “New Satellite City
model” is good for new cities at the developmental staged, the authorities should guard against the segregation of
the urban poor.

Recommendations
The collaboration of International Organizations, United Nations, Trade Unions, Financial Institutions, Technocrats
and Governments would alleviate underdevelopment in the Riskier World. Below suggestions might help balance the
developmental gaps among the Beginner, Transitioning and Leader Cities:
1. The foreign and local professionals should collaborate, share knowledge and transfer skill amongst
themselves.
2. Research grants and incentives: the World Organizations, renown Research Institutes, Governmental and
Non-Governmental Organizations should consider encouraging and teaming up with local researchers and
directly or indirectly assist in facilitating some grassroots developmental research or studies on information
technologies, economic potential, viabilities and recoveries of the developing nations.
3. The United Nations and the Colonial Powers would consider coming back to the drawing board to review the
root cause of Africa’s ethnic conflicts, engage the people on the way forward and proffer solutions.
4. The Governments of the Riskier World usually borrow project funds from international financial institutions.
Part of these funds is embezzled, misused due to prevailing corrupt practices and mismanagement to the
detriment of the people. Consequently, we strongly recommend the International Financiers - World Bank,
IMF, Paris Club et cetera should tighten their funds release measures and consider stricter ‘terms and
conditions’ to guard against misappropriations. As pre-conditions for loans:
a. The International Financiers should directly, indirectly mandate the governments of Riskier Worlds
to sponsor research works at all levels, adhere to the research findings when making policy reforms
and ensure that the Public-Private sector investors use the released studies as well as other industry
guidelines and best practices as benchmarks for their business developments and investments.
b. Governments and private investors adherent to these pre-stated terms and conditions would be an
incentive for future deals and debt management.
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